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Good News For Modern Man Todays
English Version Of The New
Testament
Perfect for Catholic youths With Deuterocanonicals /
Apocrypha Imprimatur Charts Time lines Book introductions
Outlines Famous passages of the Bible Guides to reading the
Bible New Testament passages from the Old Testament
Reading plans Readings for special days Explanation of less
familiar terms Written in paragraph format 1,408 pp.
A long time ago, In a place far, far away, Plans were
conceived for An invasion of a rebel planet Called Earth.
Jesus came from This place-a far country-the Dwelling place
of God and a perfect Reflection of His nature, His government
And His administrative principles. The Bible calls this place
HEAVEN.
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Leading scholars chart the complex, multifaceted cultural
impact of the King James Bible over its 400 years.
The Good News according to Matthewis a brilliant, passageby-passage investigation of the longest Gospel. By
comparing Matthew with his sources--Mark, the Saying
Source, early liturgies, and with parallels like Luke, earlier
wisdom literature, and Qumran texts, Schweizer is able to
isolate Matthew's distinctive view of Christ.
“For many years, biblical commentators have been calling for
the incorporation of what the French call ‘the human
sciences’ into New Testament interpretation. This book
responds to that call. A global statement of what is at stake is
found in the article on the need by Pierre Grelot in the June
1976 issue of Nouvelle Revue Théologique. Actually, much of
the groundwork for this effort is available in the writings of
Eugene A. Nida, many of which were composed in
connection with his preparation of transcultural aids for
translators of the Bible.” —From the Introduction
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Religion and the Culture of Print in Modern America explores
how a variety of print media—religious tracts, newsletters,
cartoons, pamphlets, self-help books, mass-market
paperbacks, and editions of the Bible from the King James
Version to contemporary “Bible-zines”—have shaped and
been shaped by experiences of faith since the Civil War.
Edited by Charles L. Cohen and Paul S. Boyer, whose
comprehensive historical essays provide a broad overview to
the topic, this book is the first on the history of religious print
culture in modern America and a well-timed entry into the
increasingly prominent contemporary debate over the role of
religion in American public life.

Nearly 2000 years ago, the Good News of the
Kingdom began to be preached throughout the
Mediterranean by a carpenter’s son, Jesus of
Nazareth. His teachings restored dignity and
religious freedom to all who heeded his message of
hope. However, within 400 years, Christianity had
lost its way and reverted back to the old ways of
clergy/laity distinctions. Ecclesiastical authority
brought divisions and sects, and pitted Christian
against Christian. The individual disciple lost his
spiritual autonomy and was relegated to a position of
servitude to a church rather than as a dynamic free
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son of God. As a result, the Good News as Jesus
conceived it has to a large extent been submerged
under so much dogma. Christianity today languishes
for lack of a new vision of Jesus’ life and the religion
that he practiced. Modern man will refuse to accept a
religion which is inconsistent with known facts and
out of harmony with his highest conceptions of truth,
beauty, and goodness. He will not acquiesce to a
religion based on supers-titious bondage and
religious fear. Therefore, what is needed is a new
revelation of Jesus’ life illuminated with a new
understanding of his Good News of eternal salvation.
The purpose of this book is to reintroduce Jesus to
mankind. The world needs new leaders, spiritual
men and women who will dare to depend solely on
Jesus and his incomparable teachings. Until then,
worldwide harmony will continue to be the illusive
dream of a hopeful minority instead of the tangible
reality of a God-knowing human race. And when this
Good News is preached in all the inhabited earth,
the end of wickedness, sorrow, distress, and anguish
will come. (Matthew 24:14)
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Today' S ChineseGood News for Modern ManNew
Testament in Today's English VersionGood News for
Modern ManToday's English VersionGood News for
Modern ManToday's English VersionGood News
Bible-GNTAmer Bible Society
Traces the history of Bible translation from the
ancient versions to today's popular versions, offering
evaluative comments along the way.
A splendid analysis of a most dangerous perversion of
the Word of God. This book will alert the unwary to the
dangers inherent in the whole fabric of the perverted
translation, GOOD NEWS FOR MODERN MAN.
This is a stimulating and practical book, useful for
everyone from student to preacher to layperson. Eduard
Schweizer provides a wonderfully organized and helpful
commentary on the earliest gospel.
Good News To The Red Planet is about a young man
named Zander Galahad who goes to a human-inhabited
Mars for a Christian mission. Zander will not only get to
see the redemptive power of Jesus Christ on the Martian
people, but also experience it himself. Good News To
The Red Planet not only takes a zany tour of the
Christian faith, but also the mysterious human condition.
The history of Bible translation within the Catholic
Church is characterized by a rich tradition of rendering
the Scriptures into the language of the faith community.
The CCNT features eight complete Catholic New
Testaments that show the full range of expression for
this central text of study, worship, prayer, and
contemplation. A wide spectrum of people - including
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new and experienced Bible readers, homilists, and
teachers - will gain from having this resource on their
bookshelves. The Douay-Rheims, RSVCB, NRSVCB,
and NAB are called formal equivalent translations
(popularly referred to as "word-for-word" translations).
This means that scholars rendered the New Testament's
original language into English that is as close as possible
to its original wording. The result is a translation that is
particularly valuable for careful analysis of the text.
Meanwhile, the JB, GNB, NJB, and Christian Community
Bible represent the "thought-for-thought" school of Bible
translation (technically described as dynamic or
functional equivalent). This method places the priority on
the intended meaning of the original vocabulary,
adapting it to English syntax and grammar. Such a
translation tends to be easier to read and understand.
The texts are conveniently displayed on facing pages
(four translations per page), with the same set of verses
on each one. The order in which the translations appear
on the pages demonstrates a progression in translation
philosophy from formal to functional equivalency.
Building on solid tradition, this book on leadership formation
helps lay ministers preach the Word more effectively by
growing in holiness themselves and thus encouraging others
to grow in holiness.
The nature of masculinity is a popular subject for
contemporary authors, either treated critically from a
sociological standpoint, or analysed from a psychological and
spiritual perspective. In Remaking Men, David Tacey argues
that we must strive to bridge the gap between these separate
traditions - masculinity should neither be hijacked by the
spiritual, Jung-influenced men's movement, nor discussed
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merely as a product of socio-political forces. Examining his
own and other men's experience in a critical and lively
discourse he evades the simplistic optimism of the 'inner
journey' approach and the chronic pessimism of
contemporary academic arguments. This is a fascinating and
very accessible look at masculinity for those who want to
explore self and society with intelligence and soul.
"For many years, biblical commentators have been calling for
the incorporation of what the French call 'the human sciences'
into New Testament interpretation. This book responds to that
call. A global statement of what is at stake is found in the
article on the need by Pierre Grelot in the June 1976 issue of
Nouvelle Revue Theologique. Actually, much of the
groundwork for this effort is available in the writings of
Eugene A. Nida, many of which were composed in
connection with his preparation of transcultural aids for
translators of the Bible." --From the Introduction
Nelson's Illustrated Bible Dictionary is the most
comprehensive and up-to-date Bible dictionary available. With
a fresh new look and updated photographs, this new and
enhanced edition is a wealth of basic study information with
more than 7,000 entries plus more than 500 full-color
photographs, maps, and pronunciation guides. Features
include: Cross-references to major translations More than
7,000 up-to-date entries More than 500 full-color photographs
and maps Enlarged type size for easier reading Visual Survey
of the Bible from The Open Bible
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